
element series

santec
the clean advantageTM

TM

element series consists of specialty products formulated to offer effective 
and safe solutions for customers’ unique cleaning needs. For each solution devel-
oped another ‘element’ is added to the series. Providing our customers with the 
right solution for each task.
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Titanium is a concentrated truck and trailer wash formulated to readily 
remove road film, exhaust deposits and bird and bug residues from painted and 
unpainted surfaces, including aluminum.

features
As a concentrate it can be diluted by as much as 25 to 1 with 
water and still perform well for heavy duty cleaning. 

The blend of detergents, chelators and alkaline builders all 
rinse freely eliminating streaking.

For rapid cleaning apply and rinse with high pressure and hot 
water; if not possible, can use low pressure and/or cold 
water.

When applied under ideal conditions product cleans effec-
tively without manual brushing.

All ingredients biodegradable with no VOC’s, caustic or 
phosphates so effluent is environmentally desirable.

ideal for
Washing trucks and trailers in high pressure/hot water brushless 
applications.

optimal applications
Truck washes, professional truck washing services and truck 
leasing facilities

technical bulletin
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product specifications

Physical Description Clear Liquid

Viscosity Water Thin

Color Colorless

Flashpoint None

Fragrance Bland

Weight per Gallon 8.8 lb / gal

pH (1%) 11.20 - 11.30

Storage Stability 1 year minimum

D.O.T. Shipping label None                                                                         

environmentally preferred green covetm

This product meets our Green Cove standard. Environmentally 
Preferred Green Cove products reflect our commitment to protect the 
environment, operate in a sustainable fashion and deliver products 
that make a difference for our planet and our customers every day.


